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Abstract—Relation classification task is to predict
the relation between the entity pair in a given sentence.
Most of these sentences have certain words or schema
that can help to extract the relationships of entity
pairs. However, there are some sentences do not have
such structure, they require the model to have certain reasoning capability to predict relation correctly,
we call them ”reasoning instances”. BERT is a well
known pre-trained language model, which can learn
text representation and has already performed well on
various tasks of NLP. In this paper, we are intended to
explore the reasoning capability of BERT in reasoning
instances. We first propose a BERT-based relation
classification model based on the MG Lattice model to
test whether BERT could infer the relation between
entities in reasoning instances correctly. Further we
explore what kind of information would help BERT to
predict the relation of these instances. Through various
comparison experiment, we conclude that BERT can
not infer the relation between entities by the meaning
of the sentence, it mainly uses the concept information
about the entity itself and the information learned on
previous instances to help the model to do relation
classification. The conclusion inspires us that BERT
can serve to predict the relation between entity pairs
defined by multiple sentences.
Index
Terms—BERT,
relation
classification,
BLSTM, relation reasoning

I. Introduction
For a given sentence, relation classification mainly to
predict semantic relations between entity pairs in this
sentence. For example, in the sentence ” 美 国 首 位 女 国
务 卿 The first female secretary of U.S.A. ”, the goal
of the relation classification model is to predict the relation between “国 务 卿 secretary”and “美 国 U.S.A. ”is
“Employment”. Relation classification is a key module for
constructing large-scale knowledge graphs, and places an
important role in information extraction (IE). Currently
with the development of deep learning, the neural relation
extractions (NRE), which means apply the neural network
such as RNN [1],LSTM [2],CNN [3] on relation extraction,
has become one of the most popular topics in natural
language processing (NLP).
∗ Corresponding author.

ACE Corpus 2005 contains six general relations and 18
relation subtypes for the relation classification task. We
found that most instances in ACE have certain schema
or words that represent the relationship between entity
pairs, which can help deep learning network to capture
essential information for relation extraction task. But for
the remaining about 10% instances in ACE don’t have
such structure, they require the classification model to
understand the meaning of the entire sentence and use this
meaning to infer the relationships between the entity pairs.
We call these instances as “reasoning instances”. More
details about these reasoning instances are introduced in
section ”Methodology”.
Besides, multiple sentence instances or document level
instances may be required when extracting the relationship between entity pairs. Therefore, an excellent relation
extraction model not only uses the information of the
current sentence but also keeps the entity information that
learned before. It puts forward higher requirements for the
deep learning relation extraction model.
Pre-trained language model, like word2vec [4], Glove
[5],BERT [6] can learn word representations from their
contexts and have proven to be effective against many
NLP tasks as well as relation extraction. Bidirectional
Encoder Representation from Transformers (BERT) [6]
as one of the most effective pre-trained language models at present, which can fully describe character-level,
word-level, and sentence-level features of the text. It has
achieved outstanding performance in most areas of NLP,
as well as relation classification task [7] [8].
Despite the success of these well pre-trained language
models, most of them only use simple contextual features
of the text. Therefore, many researchers believe that these
pre-trained language models could not get enough information to understand the meaning of sentences. Although
BERT can enrich the word representation by fully using
the information of the context, it still doesn’t take into
account the structure information of the whole sentence.
Therefore, we consider it is diﬀicult for BERT to understand the meaning of the text, which will restrict the
reasoning capability of BERT on the relation extraction
task.

In this paper, we mainly to explore what kind of
information would help BERT to conduct the relation
extraction task and whether this information can help
BERT infer the relationships between entity pairs. We
first proposed a BERT based relation classification model
which builds on Li’s MG lattice model [9]. We use BERT to
enrich the character-level representation of the MG lattice
model and the experiment results show that our BERTbased MG lattice model has a significant improvement
over the original MG lattice model.
Then we construct five kinds of test instance datasets to
evaluate whether our BERT-based relation classification
model has the reasoning capability and what kind of
information BERT mainly uses when extracting relation
from reasoning instances. We found that there are almost
800 reasoning instances in ACE Corpus, so we choose 200
reasoning instances and 20% of the original instances on
ACE Corpus to create five different kinds of test datasets,
which can conduct various compare experiments to explore
the reasoning capability of BERT.
•

•

•

•

•

Relation classification test dataset evaluates the
performance of our BERT-based model on the whole
ACE Corpus.
Reasoning test dataset shows the power of our
BERT-based relation classification model for the reasoning instances.
Relation representation test dataset explores
whether the BERT-based classification model has a
limitation in understanding the meaning of the whole
sentence.
Entity concept test dataset confirms that BERT
mainly uses the entity conceptual information to
enrich word representations.
Specific replacement test dataset indicates BERT
also use the information learned before to enrich the
present word representation, which can help us do
more improvement in the relation classification task.

More details about the test datasets can be found in
”Methodology”.
The main contributions of our paper are as follows:
•

•

•

We proposed a BERT-based relation classification
model based on Li’s MG lattice model [9]. And our
model achieves quite an improvement over the MG
lattice model.
We construct five test datasets, which consist of the
original test dataset, the reasoning test dataset, the
relation representation test dataset, the entity concept test dataset, and the specific replacement test
dataset.
By comparing with the experimental results of these
five datasets together, we conclude that BERT can’
t use the meaning of sentences to infer the relation
between entity pairs. BERT mainly uses the concept information of entities and the information that
learned in previous sentences to enrich the current

word representation. Since BERT could keep the
information that has appeared before, it inspires us
BERT can be utilized to predict the relation between
entity pairs that defined by multiple sentences.
II. Related work
A. Traditional methods of relation classification
There are five different kinds of traditional methods of
the relationship classification task, supervised-based, semisupervised, unsupervised, distantly supervised, and open
domain-oriented extraction.
We focus on the supervised relation extractors, they
treat the relation extraction task as the classification
problem and focus on using the suﬀiciently large labeled
dataset to train a suitable classifier. So relation extraction and relation classification mean the same task in
this situation. The most prevalent methods of supervised
relation extraction are the feature-based and kernel-based
methods.
The feature-based methods aim to train the suitable
classifier as the final relation classification models through
extracting different kinds of features from sentences [10]
[11] [12] [13]. These methods can predict the relation
between entity pairs from the reasoning instances by
extracting the structural features of sentences. Kambhatla [10] combined various vocabulary, syntactic and
semantic features of the text and used the maximum
entropy classifier to construct the model. By adding these
various types of text features, the model can learn enough
information to predict the relationship between entities
without constructing the semantic feature extraction trees.
Culotta [13] treated the relation extraction task as a
sequence labeling task and used MALLET CRF with
default regularization parameters to make use of structural
information from sentences. Most of these feature-based
methods mainly focus on selecting more suitable features
from sentences with the help of traditional machine learning tools.
Kernel-based methods [14] mainly use kernel functions
to measure the similarity between objects to complete the
classification task. The functions of kernel-based methods
can make full use of long-distance features in the sentences,
hence they are capable of capturing the pair-wise relationship between entities in reasoning instances. Zelenko [15]
combined 5 basic and 2 composite kernel functions to map
the various text features from low-dimensional space to
high-dimensional space, so the nonlinear relation extraction task can be treated as a linear problem. Zhang [16]
proposed a parse tree-based convolution kernel function
that could learn the syntactic structure information of
sentences. However, kernel-based methods always have a
high time complexity, they are too costly for processing
big data.

B. Deep Learning Network methods
A number of studies based on deep learning models
have been proposed for relation classification task, such
as [1] [2] [3]. They applied various classic neural networks
such as recurrent neural network(RNN), convolutional
neural networks (CNN), bidirectional long short term
memory（BLSTM) to automatically extract the context,
semantic and structural features of sentences. Socher [1]
applied RNN and parse trees to capture the compositional
meaning of longer phrases. Zeng [17] used a convolutional
deep neural network to automatically extract hierarchical
features of sentences for relation extraction, which reduced
the complex syntax and semantic processing. In addition
to BLSTM, Zhou [2] also added the word level attention
mechanism to improve the relation classification.
However, all these above relation classification methods
require marking the position of the entity pair in the
input text. The Named Entity Recognition(NER) task
which aims to identify entities with specific meaning in
the text is the pre-task of the relation classification task.
Some researchers joint these two tasks together and train
the NER model and RE model simultaneously to make
use of the relationship between the NER task and RE
task. The multi-task methods also reduce the risk of
error accumulation in previous pipeline extraction. Ye
[18] proposed an end-to-end joint extraction model to
extract entities and their relationships at the same time,
these two tasks share the parameters and optimization.
In addition, they use the BIO tag of NER to enrich the
input representation of relationship extraction and have
made significant improvements in ACE 2005.
Due to the diﬀiculty of Chinese word segmentation and
the lack of corpora and NLP tools, there are relatively
fewer papers discussing Chinese relation extraction compared with the English. Zhang [19] combined the shortest
dependency path (SDP) with LSTM to extract semantic
features from Chinese sentences to predict the relationship between entities. For the problem that most of the
existing methods for Chinese relation classification do not
consider the different granularity of the input may affect
the model significantly, Li [9] proposed a multi-grained
lattice framework (MG lattice) MG lattice model that
fully captures both word and character-level features by
introducing external linguistic knowledge HowNet, which
can avoid the segmentation errors. It significantly outperforms multiple existing methods, achieving state-of-the-art
results on ACE Corpus 2005. And our work is built on this
MG lattice model.
C. Reasoning on relation classification task
For weakness that deep learning can’t do causal reasoning, many researchers use graph neural networks to
overcome it recently. Graph neural network(GCN) can
extract the structure information of text to help deep
learning networks perform better in various NLP tasks.

DeepMind proposed the relation network(RN) module
in 2017 [20]. The neural network with the RN module
has the capability to process unstructured input. For a
given picture or sentence, the model can infer the relations
among them. The model has achieved excellent results in
visual QA and based QA.
Then in 2018, 27 authors from DeepMind, Google Brain,
MIT, and other institutions proposed a ”graph network”
[21], which promoted and expanded GNN, making GNN
have a strong relationship induction bias. Graph network
promotes the extraction of structural information in the
text and provides a new possibility for relational reasoning.
Currently, lots of researchers have used Graph Neural
Network to do the NLP task, as well as the relation
classification task.
Zeng [22] combined GCN with the dependency tree to
do the relation extraction task. They first pruned the
dependency tree by using a rule-based method, so that
the only words in the shortest path between two possible
entities were included in the tree. Then, these pruned
trees were used as input of the GCN network to extract
structured information from the input text. The model
can use the dependency structure on the input statements
to obtain the non-local syntactic relationship which is
diﬀicult to understand from the surface form. However, if
the edge does not appear in the shortest path, its weight
will be recorded as 0 when pruning the dependency tree,
which means that sometimes important information in the
sentence will be lost due to excessive pruning.
Guo [23] put forward a ”soft pruning” strategy based on
Zeng’s model [22]. In order not to lose information in the
sentence，it uses a fully connected edge-weighted graph
as full dependency tree to replace the original dependency
tree and utilize the self-attention mechanism to learn the
strength of relatedness between nodes. Then they use
these full dependency trees as the input of GCN to learn
more expressive representation. Since the GCN can use
the full dependency trees, it can extract more structure
information from sentences to predict the relationships of
the entity pairs.
All of these methods use graph neural networks to
capture the structure information of sentences to infer
the relation between entity pairs. As a pre-train language model, BERT can fully learn contextual features
of sentences, so whether Bert can replace GCN to extract
the structure information of sentences is an issue worth
exploring.
D. BERT for relation extraction task
Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformers (BERT) [6] is a well-know pre-train language model
that can fully describe character-level, word-level, and
sentence-level features after learning contextual words
from a large amount of training data. BERT has achieved
outstanding performance in most areas of natural language
processing. For the relation classification task, Wu [7] first

proposed the relation extraction model that using the pretrained BERT language model and achieved improvement
over the state-of-the-art method on the SemEval-2010 task
8. Soares [8] used different input and output strategies of
BERT to explore how to make BERT perform better on
relation classification.
Despite BERT as a well pre-trained language model
performs excellently in the above models, we argue that it
only focuses on language modeling and this may restrict
the power of the pre-trained representations. Although
BERT can enrich the word representation by fully using the information of the context, it can not learn the
structure information of the whole sentence. It uses simple
contextual features for word representation and training
targets, which could not be enough to understand the
meaning of sentences. Thus we assume that BERT could
not infer the relationship between entity pairs by understanding the meaning of the sentence.

”DengFeng ” and ”Shaolin Temple” is ”Location” from the
following steps:
• First we should understand the meaning of this sentence is “DenFeng”could be the host city of the event
because “Shaolin Temple”is located in “DengFeng”.
• Then we can find that in the meaning of the sentence,
the word ”located” can indicate the relationship between these two entities is ”location”.
So that we can infer the relation between “DengFeng”
and “Shaolin Temple”is “location”based on understanding
the meaning of sentences. We call that reasoning capability. And the instances which require reasoning capability
to do relation classification, we call them reasoning instances. The difference between reasoning instances and
other instances is shown in Figure 1.

III. Methodology
We found there are about 10% instances in ACE Corpus
2005 require the RE models to have considerable reasoning
capability to predict the relationships between entities, we
call them ”reasoning instances”. To verify the reasoning
ability of BERT, we propose a relation classification model
based on BERT, whose f1 value exceeds the original MG
lattice model by about 4.6%. We first use the reasoning instances to construct five different kinds of test datasets and
then conduct various comparison experiments to explore
whether our BERT-based relation extraction model could
infer the relation between entities based on understanding
the overall meaning of the sentence. Besides we continue
to explore what kind of information that BERT uses to
enrich the word representation in relation extraction task.
A. reasoning instances
We have found a rule that the relationship between
many entities can be expressed by certain words or
schema. For example, in the phrase ”Minister of China’s
personnel department 中国人事部部长”, the word ”minister 部长” could illustrate that the relationship between
”Minister of China’s personnel department 中国人事部部
长” and ”China’s personnel department 中国人事部” is
”employment”. These types of instances account for about
90% in the ACE Corpus 2005.
But for the remaining 10% of the instances, no word
or schema can directly indicate the relationship between
entities in the sentences. The relation extraction model
is required to have a certain reasoning ability to correctly
predict the relationship between entity pairs. For example,
“DengFeng is the host city, because Shaolin Temple is the
origin of Shaolin Boxing 登封市也因为少林拳的出处少林
寺的缘故，成为主办城市”, although no word or schema can
indicate the relation between “登封 DengFeng ”and “少林
寺 Shaolin Temple ”, we can infer the relationship between

Fig. 1. The different processes for predicting entity relationships at
most of the instances and reasoning instances on ACE.

Even if reasoning instances only account for 10% on the
whole dataset, they become the bottleneck of the relation
classification task. How to improve the deep learning network to correctly classify these instances is an important
issue in NLP.
For the pre-train language model, like word2vec, Glove,
and BERT, they mainly use the contextual information to
obtain vector representation of words. The more context
information they use, the better the model performance
will be. So when using BERT as the pre-train language
model to train our relation classification model, it will
learn more information from the instances which have
certain words or schema to indicate the relationship between the entities pairs. Because BERT can easily obtain
entity information from the context of these instances.
However, only use the contextual information of the word
is diﬀicult to capture the structure information of the

whole sentence. We assume that the pre-train language
model BERT cannot fully understand the meaning of sentences, which means that BERT couldn’t use the meaning
of the sentence to infer the relations in the reasoning
instances as well. To confirm our assumption, we use the
reasoning instances mentioned above to construct various
test datasets to explore whether BERT can learn the
meaning of sentences, and what information BERT will
use to perform the relation classification task.

word representation, although the model could not understand the entire meaning of the reasoning test dataset, we
also assumed that the F1-score may not drop sharply.

B. Create five kinds of test data
As mentioned above, we found that there are almost 800
reasoning instances in ACE Corpus 2005 for the relation
classification task. Based on this characteristic of the
dataset, we create five different kinds of test datasets to
explore the reasoning capability of BERT and discuss what
kind of information does BERT use to enrich the word
representation further.
First of all, we divided the 800 reasoning instances
into two parts, including 600 reasoning instances as the
training dataset and the other 200 reasoning instances as
reasoning test datasets. The remaining 90% of the ACE
Corpus 2005 instances are divided into the training dataset
and the test dataset at a ratio of 8: 2. Then we combine
the 600 reasoning training instances with the remaining
training datasets of ACE Corpus mentioned above as the
final training dataset to train our BERT-based model.
Next, the following five different kinds of test datasets
will be constructed to explore the reasoning capability
of BERT through the performance of our BERT-based
relation classification model, which is the main work of
our paper:
The first relation classification dataset. We use
this dataset to evaluate the performance of our BERTbased model on the relation classification task. We use the
20% of the original ACE Corpus 2005 dataset mentioned
above to be the first test dataset in our paper. Each of
these instances has certain schema, words, or phrases to
indicate the relation between entity pairs. For example,
“President of Russia”, the word “President”indicates that
the relation between “President of Russia ”and “Russia”
is “Employment”. We except that our BERT-based deep
learning relation classification gets the highest F1-score on
this test dataset than another four datasets.
The second reasoning test dataset. It consists of
the 200 reasoning instances, including all 18 subtypes of
ACE Corpus 2005. An example of this dataset is shown in
Figure 2.
If the F1-score of our BERT-based model on this reasoning test dataset is worse than the first relation classification test dataset, we can conclude that the BERT-based
MG lattice model has a limitation in understanding the
meaning of the whole sentence. That is to say, BERT does
not have the reasoning capability. However, since BERT
can capture much information from character level, word
level and sentence level from the sentences to enrich the

Fig. 2. Examples of reasoning dataset, relation representation
dataset and concept dataset.

The third relation representation test dataset. We
call it the “relation representation dataset”because this
dataset is inspired by the Soares’s [8] definition of the
relation representation. In this test dataset, we replaced
the entity pairs by “实体 A Entity A”and “实体 B Entity
B”in the second reasoning test dataset. Compare with the
second reasoning test dataset, we get 200 instances like
“实体 A 也因为少林拳的出处实体 B 的缘故，成为主办
城市 Entity A is the host city, because Entity B is the
origin of Shaolin Boxing”. The difference between these
two datasets is also shown in Figure 2.
We mask the entity information in this test dataset to
explore whether the BERT-based model could infer the
entity relationships without learning any information from
the entity pairs. Since the entity pairs are masked by
”EntityA 实体 A” and ”EntityB 实体 B”, BERT could not
use the information from entity pairs themselves to enrich
the word representations in sentences. In this situation，
if our BERT-based model could understand the whole
meaning of the sentence, it can still infer the relationship
between ”EntityA 实体 A” and ”EntityB 实体 B” by the
sentence meaning.
In this paper, we assumed that BERT could not understand the meaning of sentences because it can not capture
the structural information from sentences. So we estimate
the F1-score of our BERT-based model on this relation
representation test dataset will drop sharply. And the
experiment on section 4 has confirmed our assumption.
The forth concept test dataset. Since we confirmed
that BERT cannot infer the relation of the reasoning
instances by the relation representation, how could our
BERT-based model get a quite excellent result on the

second reasoning test dataset? To answer this question, we
construct the fourth concept test dataset. The examples
are shown in Fig.2. We know that the information contained in the entity itself will also affect the relationship.
So we conduct the forth concept test dataset base on
the third relation representation test dataset. We replace
the mask entity pairs with the words which can indicate
the concept information of the entity. For example, the
original reasoning instance is ”DengFeng is the host city,
because Shaolin Temple is the origin of Shaolin Boxing
登封市也因为少林拳的出处少林寺的缘故，成为主办城
市”, and it is masked as “实体 A 也因为少林拳的出处实
体 B 的缘故，成为主办城市 Entity A is the host city,
because Entity B is the origin of Shaolin Boxing”in the
third relation representation test dataset. Then in this
concept test dataset, we use the concept words ”A city”
and ”somewhere” to replace the ”EntityA” and ”EntityB”
respectively, and the instance on this dataset has become
” 某市也因为少林拳的出处某地的缘故，成为主办城市 A
city is the host city, because somewhere is the origin of
Shaolin Boxing”.
”A city” and ”somewhere” retain the concept information of the entities and we believe that BERT can use the
concept information of entities to greatly enrich the word
representation for the relation classification task.
If the F1-score of this test dataset improves over the
third relation representation test dataset, we can conclude
that although BERT can not infer the entity-relationship
from the reasoning instances through the meaning of the
sentences, it still obtains a quite excellent result on the
second reasoning test dataset due to the use of the concept
information of entities.

Fig. 3. Examples of reasoning instances specific replacement dataset.

The fifth specific replacement test dataset. This
test dataset is base on the second reasoning test data, we
replaced the specific entities(for example, a person’s name,
country/region, or other specific location) with another

entity of the same level that has never appeared before. For
example, we replace “田亮 TianLiang”and “刘熙 LiuXi”
to “李欣 LiXin”and “胡佳 HuJia”in the sentence “虽然田
亮在零四年的多次国际赛中风光无限，但他在雅典奥运
十米台决赛中，却连续三个动作出现瘕疵，最后输了给
胡佳 Although Tian Liang won numerous international
competitions in 2004, he was flawed in three consecutive
moves in the final of the 10m platform of Athens Olympic
Games, and finally lost to Hu Jia”. The entities “田 亮
TianLiang”and “胡 佳 Hu Jia”has appeared in previous
instances, but the replaced words “李欣 LiXin”and “刘熙
Liu Xi”have never appeared before. The example is shown
in Figure 3.
We replace the entities with other entities that have
never appeared before, mainly to verify whether the
BERT-based relation classification model will retain the
information that learned before. Entities of the same level
will not introduce additional information, we can still infer
the relationship between entities through the meaning of
the sentence if we have reasoning capability.
The final experiments show that the value of the F1score on this test dataset is reduced compared to the
second reasoning test dataset, it indicates our model will
be impacted after changing the entities to the words that
never appeared before. That is to say, BERT also uses the
previous information to enrich the present representation
for the same word.
C. BERT-based model
We proposed our BERT-based relation classification
model based on Li’s MG Lattice model [9]. Our model use
BERT to enrich the word representation of the MG lattice
model, and eventually exceed the MG Lattice model by
4.6% in F1-score. Same as the MG Lattice model, the
input of our model is a Chinese sentence and a pair of
entities. Figure 5 shows the overview of our model, which
follows [9]. The more specific structure of our model will
be introduced as follows.
Input Representation. The MG lattice model uses
both characters-level and words-level information to enrich the word representations in the input sentence. We
mainly combine BERT to enrich the characters-level representation of the MG lattice model. At the characterslevel, given a sentence S which consists of M characters
S = {c1 , c2 , · · · , cM }, we first use word2vec [4] same as
MG lattice model, to map the character to the vector of
dce
dce dimensions, and we got xce
i ϵR .
Besides, we use BERT [6] to enrich the character representation here, each of the character in the sentence
S = {c1 , c2 , · · · , cM } , has mapped to the dcb via BERT.
Then the output representation of BERT Xicb is fed into
a fully connected layer that contains a linear activation.
c
This layer will map the xcb
i to de dimension. Now we get
the character-lever representation xcb
i via BERT.

In order to fully capture the information of the characters, we add xce
xcb
i and
i together to obtain more suﬀicient
c′
representation xi for each of character in the sentence.
′

cb
xci = xce
i + xi

(1)

For the final representation of the character, we also
concatenate position representation at the character-level,
which are defined as the relative distances from the current
character to entity pairs. The position embedding of the
p2
i-th character ci of two entities we represented as xp1
i ,xi
respectively. And finally we concatenate these three character representations to obtain the final characters-level
representation xci as shown below, which following [9]:
′

p2
xci = [xic , xp1
i , xi ]

(2)

The framework of the characters-level representation is
shown in Figure 4.
The remaining structure of our model is the same as the
MG Lattice. It will be briefly introduced below.
For Word-level representation, our model use lexicon D
to match the word in input sentences to capture potential
information from word-level. Then use Word2vec to map
these words to vector representations xw
b,e .
Since a word may have different senses, the model uses
HowNet as the external knowledge base to find all senses
for the word matched before, then also use word2vec to
represent these senses information as vector representasen
sen
tions xsen
b,e,1 , xb,e,2 ,...,xb,e,n .

Fig. 5. The framework of BERT-based MG lattice model.

send each word-level representation to the basic lattice
LSTM [24] for encoding to obtain the semantic cell state.
Then multiply Csen of the same word by the normalization
factors α, and add them up to get the final semantic cell
state of word Csen . The model sends it to the next cell for
calculation.
Relation Classifier This layer takes the hidden layer
state which obtained from the encoder layer as input, and
then adopt the attention mechanism to complete the final
relation classification.
IV. Experiment
A. Dataset and Experimental Settings

Fig. 4. Adding BERT to enrich the character level representations

Encoder The encoder of the model is improved based
on LSTM. It takes word-level and character-level representations as the input. For the character-level representation，it can be used as the input to directly encoder
the information with LSTM. But as the word-level representation, since different senses are introduced, a word
may have several word-level representations. So the model

Dataset. In this paper, we use the Chinese relation classification dataset from ACE Corpus 2005, which consists
of 6 general relationships and 18 subtype relationships.
We first manually annotate 800 reasoning instances that
require a model to infer the relation between entity pairs
based on the meaning of sentences. Then we select 600
reasoning instances as the first part of the training dataset,
and the other 200 instances as the reasoning test dataset
to evaluate the reasoning capability of our BERT-based
model. For the remaining instances in ACE Corpus, we
randomly select 80% as the second part of the training
dataset and 20% instances as the relation classification test
dataset to evaluate the performance of our BERT-based
model in relation extraction task.
In addition, we create three other test datasets to comprehensively evaluate the reasoning capability of BERT
and further explore how BERT enriches the word representation.
• Relation representation test dataset. We use “Entity
A”and “Entity B”to masked the entities in the sen-

•

•

tences from reasoning dataset, to confirm whether
BERT could infer the relationship of the entities in
reasoning instances through the relation representation.
Concept test dataset. This dataset based on the
relation representation test dataset. We replace the
masked entities with words such as “someone”, “somewhere”, which included conceptual information of the
original entity. Compare with the relation representation test dataset, BERT can obtain more information
from these entities.
Specific replacement test dataset. This dataset based
on the reasoning test dataset. We replace the specific entities with other entities of the same level
which have never appeared before. It explores whether
our BERT-based model can retain previously learned
knowledge.
TABLE I
Hyper-parameters
Hyper-parameter
Character embedding size
Bert embedding size
LSTM hidden size
Position embedding size
Dropout probability
Learning rate

value
100
768
200
5
0.3
0.015

Experimental Settings. We use micro-averaged Precision(P),Recall(R) ,F1-score as the evaluation metric for
our model. The SGD optimizer with the learning rate
decay is utilized in our model training to tune the parameters. More detailed hyper-parameters of our model are
shown in Table I.
B. Effect of BERT on the relation classification task.
In this part, we mainly focus on the effect of the BERT
on the relation classification task. We evaluate our BERTbased MG lattice model on the first relation classification
test dataset, and compare the model performance with
various proposed deep learning network methods: CNN
[17], BLSTM [2],and MG Lattice [9]. Table II shows the
results.
From the table, we can see that the F1-score of our
model reaches 82.9% , which outperforms all the other
deep learning models. Especially compared with the MG
lattice model, our BERT-based model improves the F1scores of the first test datasets by 4.73 %. The results
demonstrate that BERT will effectively improve the performance of the MG lattice model for the relation classification and it is reasonable to use our BERT-based relation
classification model to explore the reasoning capability of
BERT for the relation classification task.
C. Reasoning Capability of BERT
In this section, we will discuss the reasoning capability of
BERT and further study what information BERT mainly

TABLE II
The F1-score of different deep learning method on ACE
Corpus
Models
CNN
BLSTM
MG Lattice
Our BERT-based MG Lattice

F1-score
72.41
70.69
78.17
82.9

uses to enrich word representations. Hence, we evaluate
the precision(P), recall(R), and F1-score of our BERTbased model and MG lattice model on five different test
datasets respectively. The results are shown in Table III.
Reasoning Capability of BERT.First we notice the
F1-score of our BERT-based model on the first test dataset
and the second reasoning test dataset in Table III, has
dropped from 82.9% to 79.67%. It demonstrates that the
reasoning instance will impact the effectiveness of our
BERT on the relation classification task. Nevertheless, we
also notice that the F1-score of the MG lattice model has
dropped from 78.17% to 65.75% in the same situation.
Compare with the 13.6% decrease on MG lattice model,
the performance of our BERT-based model is quite stable
with only 3.2% reduction. Therefore we can conclude that
BERT can greatly alleviate the impact than other pretrained language models in the relation classification task.
Then we study whether BERT performs so well on these
reasoning instances because of its reasoning capability.
For the third relation representation instances, if BERT
has reasoning capability, our model can still infer entity
relationships based on the meaning of the sentence. However, the experimental results show that compare with
the 79.67% F1-score on the reasoning dataset, the F1score has dropped almost 39% on the relation representation dataset. BERT performs badly when it only uses
the relation representation of the reasoning instances to
predict the entities’ relation, which indicates that BERT
is not able to infer the relation between entities based
on understanding the meaning of the sentences. In other
words, BERT has no reasoning capability.
Information used by BERT. In this section, we
mainly to explore how could our BERT-based model
perform such excellent on the reasoning dataset even if
it can not infer the relation between entities based on the
meaning of sentences. From the Table III, we can find that
compare to the poor F1-score on relation representation
dataset, our model performs quite better on the concept
test dataset with about 24.3% improvement. It shows
that adding the conceptual information of entities will
greatly improve the eﬀiciency of the BERT-based model
on reasoning instances. Especially, the MG Lattice model
only has an 8.5% improvement on the F1 value in the same
situation, which also confirms the excellent performance of
BERT in learning contextual information of the sentences.
Therefore, we can deduce that BERT mainly uses the

information of the entity to predict the relationship of the
entity pairs instead of the meanings of sentences.
Finally we use the specific replacement dataset to discuss whether BERT can keep the knowledge that learned
before. The F1-score of the specific replacement dataset
has decreased by nearly 6.2% compared to the reasoning
dataset, which means when entities are replaced with
certain entities that have never appeared before, the performance of the BERT-based model will be impacted. So
we can confirm that BERT also uses information learned
from previously to enrich the current word representation
and We think it is one of the reasons for Bert’s outstanding
performance in reasoning instances. Since the relationship
between many entities also needs to be predicted by
multiple sets of sentence level instances or document level
information in real life. The function that BERT can retain
the previously learned knowledge inspires further research
on the relation classification task.
TABLE III
performance of BERT-based and MG Lattice model on
different datasets
Test
MG Lattices
Bert-based model
Datasets
P
R
F1
P
R
F1
1
78.27
78.07
78.17
82.59 83.22
82.90
2
66.30
65.21
65.75
79.46 79.89
79.67
3
40.38
37.72
39.01
41.91 41.67
41.79
4
47.98
47.15
47.56
65.34 65.71
65.09
5
58.5
60.00
57.06
73.48 73.48
73.48
a 1.Test dataset of whole RE model. 2.Reasoning dataset 3. Relation Representation dataset 4. Concept dataset 5. Specific Replacement dataset

Conclusion and Future work
In this paper, we propose a BERT-based relation extraction model and five different kinds of test datasets
to explore the reasoning capability of BERT on the relation classification task. We first use BERT to enrich
the character-level representation of the MG lattice model
to train our BERT-based model and it achieves a quite
improvement than the original MG lattice model on ACE
Corpus. Through various comparison experiments on five
test datasets, we found that although our BERT-based
model performs excellent than MG lattice model in each
test dataset, especially in reasoning instances, it still can
not infer the relationships between entity pairs based on
understanding the meaning of the sentences.
Further, form the results of the experiments we conclude
that BERT perform better on reasoning instances because
it not only uses the concept information of the entities
itself, but also keeps the features of entities that learned
before to enrich the word representations. And these
characteristics inspire us to use BERT to further study the
relation extraction when the relationship between entities
is defined by multiple sets of sentences.

In future work, we plan to work on combining the
graph neural networks such as GCN with our BERTbased MG lattice model to further improve the power
of our relation extraction model on Chinese corpus. It
is worth noting that most of the existing GCN-based
relation classification models are built on English corpora.
Therefore, the combination of graph neural network and
BERT can deeply study how to improve the eﬀiciency of
the neural network in the relation extraction of Chinese
reasoning instances.
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